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The theme this week is Help

Joshua 1 v 9

Who would you find it difficult to help?

Would there be a time when, even though you were

scared, you would still help someone?

Has anyone every helped you to do some thing?

What did it feel like?

Cheeky Pandas Activity Pack

It's in the Bible

Let's Chat!
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Explore the Bible with the Bible Chat Mat

Bible Chat Mat allows people of all ages to read

the Bible and have conversation together, whether around a

meal table, sitting on the sofa or wherever works best.

This activity can be done as a household, friends together,

home group, Sunday group or even in a school club. The

sheet can be coloured and doodled on, allowing you to

respond to the Bible story in your own unique way.

Bible Chat Mat
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Can you find these words?

Samaritan. Hurt, Strong, Jesus, Safety, Scared, Run, AND A

CREATURE

Activity

M I S T R O N G

S P A I N R H E

A S M M A E U E

F C A R L Z R L

E A R P J E T F

T R I O E N U R

Y E T T B V I P

O D A T N A A E

P R N J E S U S
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Dear God, when I am feeling a bit scared, help

me to trust you. Give me some of your strength

to get through whatever it is I am scared of.

Help me to walk tall because you are with me.

Help me to pray for my five friends to come to know

your love for themselves. Amen

Let's pray
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For this you will need a paper plate , some

scissors, a felt tip pen and some pipe cleaners or thick

pieces of wool or string and some sellotape.

Draw some huge eyes on the paper plate.

Make them look as scary as possible.

Then taking your pipe cleaners, place four on each

side of the plate securing them on the underside with

a strip of sellotape.

Let's make
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Find the top of the plate and fix a long piece

of yarn on it. Now you can hang it anywhere perhaps

where people cannot see it until they walk into it!
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Mini wrap tartlets

You will need some tortilla wraps, some cheese, some

thin sliced ham and some pieces of cut tomatoes,

salt and pepper to taste and a muffin baking tray

Heat the oven to 180C

Cut circles from the wrap that are big enough to go

into the muffin tin and come just up over the side .

Let's do the food challenge
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Into the well made by the muffin place small pieces

of thin sliced cooked ham, grated cheese and pieces of

tomato. Sprinkle a little salt and pepper over them.

Bake for 10 to 12 minutes and enjoy.
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